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November 10, 2021
Members of the General Assembly
State Capitol
Nashville, Tennessee 37243
and
Members of the Tennessee Fish and Wildlife Commission
and
The Honorable Bobby Wilson, Executive Director
Tennessee Wildlife Resource Agency
5107 Edmondson Pike
Ellington Agricultural Center
Nashville, TN 37211
Ladies and Gentlemen:
We have conducted a limited evaluation of issues related to the Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency’s 2021 season-long waterfowl hunt computer drawing. We were not engaged
to and did not conduct an audit, examination, or review as defined by standards issued by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. As a result, we do not express any opinion or
conclusion in accordance with those standards. We have presented the results of our limited
evaluation in the body of this special report.
Sincerely,

Katherine J. Stickel, CPA, CGFM, Director
Division of State Audit
KJS/blr
22/015
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Background
Limited Review Summary
In August 2021, the Office of the Comptroller of the Treasury became aware of concerns from
General Assembly members and the public related to the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency’s
(TWRA) 2021 season-long wildlife management area waterfowl draw. We determined that the
concerns merited a special review,1 or evaluation, of the computerized draw process and informed
TWRA of our intent to conduct the evaluation on August 20, 2021.
Our work started on August 23, 2021, and consisted of interviews with management of both
TWRA and Brandt Information Services (the computer draw vendor), as well as a limited review
of the draw results and other agency and vendor documentation. Our broad objective was to
determine whether there was any evidence of apparent bias, irregularities, or fraud with the use of
the computer draw system during the 2021 season-long waterfowl draw. Both TWRA and Brandt
Information Services (Brandt) fully cooperated with our review and responded timely to our
information requests.
As detailed in this report, we did not identify any evidence of apparent bias or fraud related to the
computerized draw process or the draw results. In addition, we did not identify any evidence of
machine errors2 in the computerized draw system and determined that the system appeared to
operate as designed. However, Brandt and TWRA identified mistakes that affected the draw
results, including a human error that was undetected until after the draw and after our initial
engagement with TWRA personnel. TWRA and Brandt notified our office of the error on August
25, 2021, and released a public statement on August 27, 2021, communicating that the draw was
not completed as planned.
While TWRA and Brandt had controls in place to review, test, and validate the results of the 2021
season-long waterfowl draw, neither had designed their validation tests3 to detect an error of this
specific nature.
Season-Long Waterfowl Draw Background
According to Section 70-1-206, Tennessee Code Annotated, the Tennessee Fish and Wildlife
Commission, through TWRA, is empowered to “develop, manage and maintain sound programs
of hunting, fishing, trapping and other wildlife related outdoor recreational activities.” To
minimize the impact that these activities have in some Tennessee areas, TWRA uses quota hunts
to restrict the number of hunters eligible to participate during specific hunting seasons. The quota
hunt system randomly selects a specified number of hunters from a pool of applicants.
1

The term “review” as used throughout this special report does not meet the definition of a “review” as defined in the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountant’s Statements on Standard’s for Attestation Engagements. As a
result, this review was not performed in accordance with those standards.
2
Machine errors are caused by a fault or defect in a machine rather than by human error. Specific to our review, we
did not identify deficiencies, or errors, with the underlying functionality of the computerized draw system.
3
TWRA and Brandt conduct a series of tests throughout the various phases of the draw to validate the operations
surrounding the draw. TWRA assists Brandt with its testing and conducts its own tests after the draw has closed.
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TWRA contracted with Brandt in 2016 to develop, implement, and manage a computer system
called the Remote Easy Access Licensing (REAL) system to take applications for and run quota
hunt draws. The agency first used REAL for the season-long waterfowl draw in 2020 and used
the system again for the 2021 season-long waterfowl draw. Before 2020, TWRA used a manual,
in-person method for the draw. Brandt manages the electronic draws for several states other than
Tennessee.
The application period for the 2021 season-long waterfowl draw (also known as the draw for Tier
1 waterfowl blinds) was June 30, 2021, through July 21, 2021. TWRA designated 439 blinds
across 13 wildlife management areas (WMAs) as Tier 1 blinds. For the 2021 drawing, hunters
submitted 16,098 applications for Tier 1 blinds; 1,109 applicants were awarded access. TWRA
conducted the draw on July 31, 2021, and notified all applicants of the draw results by email on
August 2, 2021.
For the 2021 waterfowl season, hunters submitted applications to be included in the draw for the
opportunity to use their preferred hunting blinds. Hunters could enter the draw as individuals or
as members of a party of up to 8 people in the REAL system and could select up to 24 preferred
blinds. If an application was for a party, all members of the party were entered for the same set of
blinds. A party of 8, for example, would have 8 chances to be selected for a blind. When the draw
awarded a blind to a party member, all members of the party were awarded access to that same
blind.
In 2020, the first year TWRA used the REAL system for waterfowl blind drawings, each WMA
was conducted as a separate drawing and applicants could only participate in the drawing for one
WMA for the season-long drawing. Applications could be entered for individuals or for parties of
up to 8 people, but each application only counted as a single entry. In other words, a party of 8
applicants only provided 1 chance to be selected for a blind. For the 2020 drawing, 14,438 total
applications were submitted for all 13 WMAs, and 596 applications were awarded access.

Explanation of the Issue: Published Drawing Procedures Not Used
Published Draw Procedures
According to Brandt management, Brandt developers configured the REAL system to randomly
draw applicants; however, the system’s random draw did not follow the procedures that TWRA
included in the waterfowl hunt application and that waterfowl hunters expected.
The 2021 Season Long WMA Waterfowl Hunts application included the following:
Drawing Procedures: Using the “luck of the draw” method, an applicant is
randomly selected by the computer. The hunt choices are reviewed in the order
designated on the application until a choice with quota remaining is found or the
application runs out of choices.
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For both the actual draw method and the published draw method, we determined that the REAL
system first assigned random numbers to all the applicants. Second, the system sorted all the
applicants in ascending order based on the random numbers. The actual draw procedures then
differed from the published procedures.
According to the published procedures, the REAL system would have awarded the first hunt choice
of the applicant with the lowest random number in the sorted list. Then, the system would have
tested the first choice of the next applicant (the one with the next lowest random number) and
awarded it if it was available. If that applicant’s first choice was not available, the system would
have proceeded to the applicant’s second choice and worked through all of the remaining choices
(up to 24) and assigned the next available blind to that applicant. Then, the system would have
moved to the next applicant.
For the actual draw, we confirmed that the system awarded the first hunt choice of the applicant
with the lowest random number in the sorted list. Then, the system tested the first hunt choice of
the next applicant and awarded that choice if it was available. However, if the first choice was not
available, the system proceeded to test the first choice of the applicant with the next lowest random
number and assigned it if it was available (instead of working through all of the previous
applicant’s choices). If that applicant’s first hunt choice was not available, the system moved to
the next applicant.
TWRA provided our office with Brandt’s graphical representation of the published drawing
method and the actual drawing method used for the 2021 draw. See Exhibit 1.
Exhibit 1
Diagrams for Published Draw Method vs. Actual Draw Method

Source: Brandt Information Services
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Human Error Impacted Draw Results
Error Origination
We determined that a combination of two events led to the issue with the 2021 waterfowl draw.
After the 2020 waterfowl draw, TWRA requested Brandt to make changes to the REAL system in
preparation for the 2021 quota hunt draws. These changes applied to the season-long WMA
waterfowl draw, big game draw, and youth draw.4 As an example, for the 2021 waterfowl draw,
TWRA changed from having 13 distinct draws for season-long blinds in each of the WMAs to
having 1 draw for all 439 season-long blinds across the state. TWRA also requested that Brandt
update how REAL processed blind selections for applicants who entered the draw as a party
member. When Brandt made these changes to the REAL system, Brandt inadvertently introduced
a flaw in the draw logic that applied to the waterfowl, big game, and youth quota hunt draws.5
According to TWRA and Brandt, the draw logic did not consider the hunter’s choice order of
preference. More plainly, a hunter’s 10th hunt choice could have been selected ahead of the
hunter’s 5th hunt choice.
TWRA identified this mistake on July 28, 2021, while performing testing of draw logic for the big
game draw. On that same day, TWRA submitted a written request to Brandt to make the necessary
corrections. According to Brandt, the Brandt developer and the developer’s supervisor both
misinterpreted TWRA’s written program change request and did not confirm their understanding
of it with TWRA. As a result of this
misunderstanding, the Brandt developers
made an incorrect change to how the system
“As a result of this misunderstanding,
processed the applications during the
the Brandt developers made an
waterfowl draw, and the system processed
incorrect change to how the system
the actual draw based on this incorrect
processed the applications during the
program source code update. See pages 5 waterfowl draw.”
6 for a description of the published draw
procedures and the actual draw procedures.
Brandt’s Misunderstanding of TWRA’s Request to Correct Initial Mistake
TWRA explained that Brandt made the incorrect change due to Brandt’s misunderstanding of draw
terminology used by TWRA and Brandt. Specifically, in TWRA’s formal request to correct
Brandt’s initial program source code error, the word “preference” triggered the events leading to
Brandt’s second mistake.
Some hunters were awarded hunt choices with lower preference than available
hunt choices.

4

The scope of our review was limited to the 2021 season-long waterfowl draw. We did not review the big game draw
or the youth draw.
5
We confirmed that, for the season-long waterfowl draw, Brandt corrected this initial draw logic flaw on July 30,
2021, prior to the season-long waterfowl draw on July 31, 2021.
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When the Brandt developer worked on TWRA’s change request, the developer saw the word
“preference” and misinterpreted the context of the terminology. This developer had recently
completed work for another state that used the term “preference points” to refer to the points
accumulated by applicants for unsuccessful draws. TWRA refers to the points as “priority points.”
Brandt uses the term “priority order” when describing the drawing procedures used for the TWRA
draw. Brandt and TWRA management stated that this variance in terminology is what caused the
change request misunderstanding and, ultimately, the incorrect program source code update.
TWRA management stated that they believe that the change request was clear, yet they also
understood how the differences in terminology among the states the Brandt developers work with
could have resulted in confusion. We obtained a copy of TWRA’s change request and observed
that TWRA described the nature of the original issue using their own terminology with specific
examples of how the system mishandled hunt choice order. The change request did not include
any instructions for Brandt to modify the published draw procedures for Tennessee.
Discovery and Reporting of Second Mistake
On August 23, 2021, approximately three weeks after the draw, TWRA field staff began noticing
an anomaly in the draw results related to the high percentage of applicants receiving their first hunt
choice6 and requested that Brandt review the draw results. Brandt’s Vice President of Product
Design and Technical Sales reportedly discovered the human error on August 24, 2021, after
reviewing the assigned random numbers and hunt choice order. According to TWRA
management, TWRA requested that Brandt correct the error in the draw logic for future draws
once Brandt confirmed the error.
Brandt management explained that Brandt accepted full responsibility for its mistake and should
not have made the incorrect change. On August 27, 2021, TWRA and Brandt published statements
on their respective websites, where they described the results of the mistake as an “unintentional
variation” in the random drawing method. See Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 on page 15 for their
public statements.
See also the timeline of key events included in Appendix 3 on page 16.

Testing Procedures Not Designed to Identify the Deviation From Published
Draw Procedures
Brandt and TWRA have internal control processes in place to test software program changes to the
REAL system. While Brandt and TWRA documented their testing of the program change to the
draw logic, the tests performed were not designed to detect the misconfiguration in the draw logic.
Additionally, both TWRA and Brandt designed various validation tests and checks that they
perform before, during, and after the execution of the REAL system’s draw process, including the
finalization of the draw results. We obtained and reviewed the validation tests conducted by both
6

During our analysis of the draw results, we found that 985 of 1,109 applicants (88.8%) received their first choice.
However, the previous electronic draw conducted in 2020 was conducted for each WMA individually, and therefore
does not provide an accurate comparison.
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Brandt and TWRA for the 2021 season-long waterfowl draw. Based on the documentation we
reviewed, Brandt and TWRA appeared to conduct the validation tests according to their test plans.
Those test plans were not designed to identify the deviation in the draw program’s logic from the
published draw procedures. To provide independence and objectivity, TWRA did not have access
to the random numbers. Consequently, they did not have specific validation tests to ensure that
the draw logic functioned as intended.

The Results of Not Using the Published Draw Procedures
While the 2021 season-long waterfowl draw was still random, the immediate result of not using
the published draw procedures was that the results of the draw were different than what they would
have otherwise been. As shown in Exhibit 2, which represents how the draw actually processed
applicants and how it should have worked, some applicants


were awarded a blind that would not have been awarded one (Applicant 9);



did not receive one of their blind choices, but should have (Applicants 3 and 7);



were awarded a different blind than what they would have received (Applicants 4 and
6); or



experienced no change (Applicants 1, 2, 5, 8, and 10).
Exhibit 2
Diagram of How Blind Awards Occurred Compared to
How Blind Awards Would Have Occurred Under the Intended Procedure*

Legend:

* This exhibit does not contain any actual data from any drawing. It is for example purposes
only. The proportions of changes shown in this exhibit do not represent the proportions that
exist in the actual waterfowl drawing, which included 16,098 applicants.
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Based upon our analysis of the results for the 2021 season-long waterfowl draw, we have
confirmed that no selections were made past the 16th choice on any application. Had the draw
gone according to the published method, it is likely that there would have been selections through
the 24th choice. Although there are key differences between how the two years’ draws were
conducted, the 2020 blind draw did have selections throughout the blind choices. Hunters have
reported to TWRA that they would have selected blinds differently if they had known about the
change in the draw structure.
Had TWRA chosen to conduct the draw again after the software was fixed, the system would have
generated a new set of random numbers, which also would have caused some applicants that were
awarded blinds to have lost them, others that were not awarded blinds to have been awarded them,
and others to continue to have a blind (though it could have been a different one). Since blinds
must be camouflaged, or “brushed,” by October 1, 2021, at least some of the applicants who were
awarded blinds had already begun investing time and resources into that process. TWRA
determined that re-drawing blinds would have created even more issues.

The Draw System Operated as Designed
Although the Brandt developer configured the
draw logic to work differently from the
published method, we confirmed that the 2021
season-long waterfowl draw was still random,
and the system did what it was programmed to
do. We applied the actual draw procedures
described on pages 5 - 6 to the 400 applicants
with the lowest random numbers and
concluded that, for those 400 applicants, the
system assigned waterfowl blinds exactly as
TWRA and Brandt management described the
error in code logic.

“Based upon our analysis of the
draw results for the 2021 seasonlong waterfowl draw, we found
no indications of bias.”

Additionally, Brandt has received a certificate of randomness from Auburn University7 and Brandt
management stated that there has been no change to the random function in the software since the
certificate of randomness was issued. Based upon our analysis of the draw results for the 2021
season-long waterfowl draw, we found no indications of bias.
We also reviewed the 2020 draw results and confirmed that the draw occurred according to the
published method.

7
This certificate of randomness was issued after Auburn University conducted statistical tests over the REAL system's
software function used to generate random numbers and the testing results could not disprove the randomness of the
REAL system's random number outcomes. The certificate of randomness explains further that Auburn University
performed these tests at a 98% confidence level. We did not review Auburn University’s detailed work and did not
confirm the experience level of the professor who conducted the null hypothesis testing.
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Furthermore, our analysis of the 2021 season-long waterfowl draw results and our observation of
the REAL system support TWRA’s descriptions for how parties functioned within the REAL
system for the 2021 draw. The REAL system appeared to appropriately treat each party as
corresponding to one application for the 2021 season-long waterfowl draw and each member of
the party increased the chance of that party’s application being selected.
TWRA and Brandt management explained that the 2021 season-long waterfowl draw was intended
to not take priority points into consideration. While hunters can earn priority points for certain
draws and those points can improve their chances of being awarded hunts in those draws, priority
points do not apply to the season-long waterfowl draw. Our analysis of the 2021 draw results
indicates that the computerized draw operated as designed and treated all applications for the 2021
draw as having equal standing with “0” priority points. We found no evidence of priority points
affecting the 2021 draw results.

No Indications of Fraud Were Identified
Based on presently available information derived from the limited procedures we performed, we
found no indications of fraud relating to the draw logic coding error or computerized draw.
The results of our review indicate that the incorrect draw process used for the 2021 season-long
waterfowl draw was the result of a Brandt application developer’s misunderstanding of a program
change request made by TWRA and the change to program source code that the application
developer made based on that misunderstanding.
Moreover, we directly asked all the individuals we interviewed at TWRA and Brandt if they had
any knowledge of fraud related to the 2021 draw. Each individual answered that he or she did not
have any knowledge of any improprieties.
In addition, we analyzed the 2021 draw results. Our analysis did not identify patterns in the data
that would indicate of fraud. We also obtained and inspected Brandt’s system logs that were
designed to detect changes to the results of the 2021 draw results. We did not identify any evidence
of unauthorized or inappropriate changes to the draw results based on the data we reviewed.
We also reviewed the system access levels that Brandt and TWRA staff had to the REAL system,
the draw logic program source code, and the draw results. Based on this review, we did not identify
anyone who had unnecessary or unauthorized access.
Further, an external CPA audit firm examines the design of Brandt’s security controls annually.
We inspected the latest examination report dated November 9, 2020, that included an examination
of controls designed as of August 31, 2020. The CPA firm completing this examination of controls
issued an unmodified, or clean, audit opinion. The firm that completed the latest examination of
controls is registered in Florida as an active CPA firm with a valid license.
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Draw Process Status for Future Draws
After identifying the issue with the draw logic, Brandt management reportedly began developing
a correction to the draw logic program source code for future draws. As of the date of this report,
Brandt continued to work on the correction. Additionally, Brandt and TWRA have reportedly
developed new test plans for future computerized random draws to ensure that the draw logic
works as intended.

Additional Issue: TWRA Online Customer Portal Security
During our inquiries to TWRA management, TWRA made us aware that the REAL system had a
search feature that, at one time, allowed customers who were part of an application with multiple
party members to potentially use the search feature to search for and view other customers’ TWRA
accounts. TWRA stated that this feature was made available for the WMA waterfowl draws when
it moved to a computerized format in 2020 and remained in place for the first week of the 2021
season-long WMA waterfowl draw period. TWRA management informed us that once they
became aware of this design weakness, they modified the search feature to remove the ability for
a TWRA customer to search for and view another TWRA member’s online account information.
During a walkthrough of the TWRA website on August 21, 2021, we observed that the search
feature had been modified as described by TWRA management.
TWRA management explained that while the search function was available, no sensitive
personally identifiable information was at risk beyond the TWRA member’s name and general
TWRA account information; all other sensitive information was not available to view. An
individual who could have exploited this search feature would have been able to view another
TWRA member’s hunt and licensing history as well.
During walkthroughs of the TWRA website with agency management, we observed that a TWRA
member’s driver’s license and social security number are masked. Furthermore, a TWRA
member’s stored payment information is not visible to the end user since it is tokenized, meaning
the actual credit card number is replaced with a random string of characters with no meaningful
value and is not stored in the TWRA website. We are unaware of any individuals who exploited
this feature and accessed personally identifiable information.

No Other Anomalies Identified
We performed additional limited procedures on the draw system and the draw results and did not
identify any other anomalies. We verified that there were no duplicate entries and that applicants
were valid, and we conducted other statistical tests to verify randomness.
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Actionable Items
We recommend to management the following items for consideration.
TWRA management should work with Brandt management to evaluate and correct the change
management business processes related to all TWRA quota hunt draws, including the season-long
waterfowl hunt draws. Management at both Brandt and TWRA should continue working to
implement new validation tests to ensure that the draws work exactly as intended. Further, TWRA
and Brandt should continue collaborating to ensure that future change requests from TWRA are
adequately understood by Brandt developers and that testing plans are designed to adequately
validate the software changes.
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Appendix 1
TWRA Waterfowl Blind Drawing Statement

Source: https://www.tn.gov/twra/news/2021/8/27/statement-on-tennessees-waterfowl-blinddrawing.html

Appendix 2
Brandt Waterfowl Blind Drawing Statement

Source: https://www.brandtinfo.com/2021-08-27-twra/
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Appendix 3
2021 Season-Long WMA Waterfowl Draw Timeline Diagram

2021 Season-Long WMA Waterfowl Draw Error
Timeline
Season-Long WMA
Waterfowl Timeline

Drawing Code Error
Timeline
7/26/2021
2021 WMA BIG GAME DRAW
7/28/2021
2021 TWRA BIG GAME WMA
DRAWING TESTING

Jul-21

7/28/2021
TWRA SUBMITS
QUOTA HUNT CODE
CORRECTION REQUEST
7/30/2021
BRANDT COMPLETES
QUOTA HUNT CODE
CORRECTION

6/30/2021 - 7/21/2021
2021 APPLICATION PERIOD

7/31/2021
2021 SEASON-LONG WMA WATERFOWL DRAW

Aug-21

8/2/2021
2021 SEASON-LONG WMA WATERFOWL
NOTIFICATION

8/9/2021
NOTICE OF INTENT DUE
7/31/2021 - 8/2/2021
2021 SEASON-LONG WMA
WATERFOWL RESULTS
VALIDATION PERIOD

Sep-21
8/2/2021 - 10/1/2021
PERMANENT BLIND BUILDING PERIOD

8/24/2021
BRANDT CONFIRMED
ERROR IN CODE
LOGIC/
TWRA REQUESTS
CODE CORRECTION
8/27/2021
PUBLIC STATEMENTS
RELEASED BY
TWRA & BRANDT
INFORMATION SERVICES

Oct-21

11/13/2021 - 2/13/2022
2021 SEASON-LONG WMA WATERFOWL
HUNTING SEASON

Source: Prepared by Comptroller’s Office staff based on meetings and documentation obtained from TWRA and
Brandt personnel.
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